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ROGUE IN LOVE: Thea and Lex

**This 42K story follows new characters, Lex and Thea.**

Missing Teal and Trent from Inevitable: Love & War? Check out Rogue in Love, the first of many standalones

featuring Trent Reed's new employees!

Ten years ago, Lex was forced to skip town, giving up everything he’d ever known. But even his time in solitude

couldn’t keep away the memory of the girl he’d left behind. The girl who’d offered him her innocence, and her heart.

Thea had moved on from the boy who abandoned her. Good job, fiancé, comfortable life in New York … until

everything is ripped away from her, leaving her to pick up the pieces alone.

When the care of an ailing loved one brings them back to Blackwater, Lex and Thea are confronted by the pains of

the past. For Lex, that means helping to heal the broken-hearted woman he left behind. For Thea, it means refusing

to let him see the gaping hole his absence created.

The old feelings still linger, but only they can decide to relight the sparks, no matter the secrets and heartaches that

come with them.
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Readers can read Rogue in Love before reading Incarcerated, Inevitable, or Indelible. Or, they can be read in the

reading order listed below:

**Featured on IR Weekly Bestseller list**

•Incarcerated: Letters to Inmate 92510

A prison program brings together an unlikely pair together who soon find themselves forced to overcome past fears

and prejudices. When faced with a world that forces them apart, Logan and Katie must show everyone else what they

have discovered: that love is, in fact, colorblind.

**Featured on IR Weekly Bestseller list**

•Inevitable: Love and War 

When shit hits the fan during the groom’s dinner and the best man disappears with the wedding rings in tow, the

maid of honor flips her lid and chases after him into the worst snowstorm of the decade. A serious accident sets them

on an inevitable course of self-discovery and passion like they’ve never experienced before. 

**Featured on IR Weekly Bestseller list**

•Indelible: Beneath His Ink 

And after surviving seven months apart, Teal and Trent’s reunion doesn’t disappoint. What they didn’t account for

was an unfortunate encounter with people from Trent’s past. A racist, a druggie, and a double-barreled shotgun,

culminate into a vacation that will alter the course of her life forever.

•Rogue in Love 

When the care of an ailing loved one brings Thea and Lex back to Blackwater, they are confronted by the pains of the

past. For Lex, that means helping to heal the broken-hearted woman he left behind. For Thea, it means refusing to

let him see the gaping hole his absence created. The old feelings still linger, but only they can decide to relight the

sparks, no matter the secrets and heartaches that come with them.
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